Be thankful if you don't have a crying __ on the flight
Be at your __ 30 minutes prior to departure
The plane must __ between the gate and the runway
A ticketing __ issues your boarding pass
Airlines recommend you be at the airport 2 hours __
Flies the plane; also known as the captain
You could be __ if the flight is overbooked
In case of cabin depressurization, __ masks will fall
The flight attendants' first concern is passenger __
You may get an aisle, middle, or __ seat
Choose your favorite __ to take you there
Everyone wants the plane to have an on-time __
Pick up your __ at the carousel after the flight
Your __-__ baggage must fit in the overhead storage bins
No one likes it when their flight is __
Tray tables must be latched for taxi, take-off and __
"We've just been cleared for __-__, ..."
You can buy your __ online, or through a travel agent
"We're beginning our initial __ toward our destination…"
"This is the final __ call for Flight 121…"
Tampering with a smoke __ is a federal offense
You'll need to go through a __ checkpoint at the airport
The main passenger area of the airport
A flight__ may serve you drinks or snacks
Be sure your __ are fastened when you are seated
Those who ride on the airplane and pay for everything
When the plane flies through unstable air
Many aircraft have video monitors for in-flight __